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Help File - Alpha Suite Basic
1.0 Introduction
Thank you for purchasing Alpha Suite Basic from Advanced Technologies Inc.
(Tekvend).
Alpha Suite Basic is a PC based program that monitors and controls copying
made by users who walk up to one or more copiers (walkup traffic). It is used in
conjunction with alphanumeric keypad controllers called Alpha terminals that are
attached to and control the copier(s). Alpha Suite Basic does not monitor and
control printing sent to networked digital copiers or printers (network traffic); this
is available only in Alpha Suite Enterprise.
Alpha Suite Basic does not group user codes (codes) into accounts, group
users together into departments, assign projects to departments, assign groups
of copiers to departments, or implement quotas by account, department or
project; this is available in Alpha Suite Advanced, and Alpha Suite Enterprise.
Alpha Suite Basic is sold with two standard licenses: the number of Alpha
terminals that are allowed to be attached (linked) to copiers, and the allowed
number of active users. The base licenses for Alpha Suite Basic are 3 Alpha copier links and 1000 users. Extensions of these licenses can be purchased at
any time (1 link minimum increment and 100 user minimum increment). The limit
on link license quantity is 999, but can be extended by special request. The limit
on users licenses is limited to 4,232 for any specific copier, but can be extended
by special request.
Alpha Suite Basic can communicate directly with Alpha terminals, if the program
is placed on a laptop or desktop PC having from 1 to 16 available standard or
USB serial ports. More practically, the program can also communicate directly
but remotely with hundreds of Alpha terminals over LAN connections, provided
the Alpha terminals are incorporated into networked cradles. (An Alpha terminal
is then called an Alpha-X terminal). Alternatively, the program can communicate
indirectly with hundreds of Alpha terminals, using an intermediary "data transfer
and collection" Palm Tungsten C handheld or equivalent (OS5.2 or greater). A
separate license is required to use the Palm data collection program.
Alpha Suite Basic is designed to work in a hybrid environment: the Alpha
terminals are meant to normally work in stand-alone fashion, but are "polled for
updating" on a regularly scheduled or an "at will" basis. This polling is done by
one of the three communication methods described above. Polling can be on
individual Alpha terminals, or a group of Alpha terminals.

Alpha Suite Basic is designed to 1) set the operational parameters, prices and
user codes for from 1 to 999 Alpha and Alpha-X terminals, and to 2) collect
usage data for User Codes in those terminals. All Alpha and Alpha-X terminals
(and corresponding copiers) are treated the same way in Alpha Suite Basic: all
users are allowed to use all copiers. While an Alpha terminal can be
programmed manually (using it own keypad), this programming method is
discouraged. Instead, all Alpha terminals should be programmed using Alpha
Suite Basic or a higher level of Alpha Suite.
[The sole exception to this "rule" is the entry of User Codes in either Accounting
Mode (Mode 1 for closed accounting, and Mode 4 or open accounting.) See
section 3.1 for further explanation.]
Alpha Suite Basic can also be used to generate preventative maintenance (PM)
reports for the copiers polled. Additionally, User Codes can be segmented for
higher levels of accounting, allowing for "individual" reports based on selected
segments.
2.0 How Does an Alpha Terminal Work?
Each Alpha terminal comes with its own Operator's Manual, which can also be
downloaded from our website www.tekvend.com. Additionally, a Quick Start
Guide can also be downloaded from this website. These documents are a good
start for learning how Alpha terminals work to control copier usage.
In practice, a User (someone wanting to make copies) enters a User Code (some
alphanumeric sequence of characters) on the keypad of a copier's Alpha
terminal. If the code is accepted by the terminal, the copier is "unlocked" and
copies can be made. Each copy made is charged against the User Code
entered, according to Prices programmed inside the Alpha terminal.
[User Codes can be segmented for additional levels of accounting. See section
4.5.1.4 for further explanation.]
When copying is finished, the User is expected to press STOP on the Alpha
terminal's keypad. Pressing STOP "relocks" the copier. If the User does not
press STOP, the Alpha terminal will automatically "lock out" the copier from
further use after a set period of inactivity (a period of time during which no copies
have been made). See section 5.4 for further explanation.
3.0 Fundamental Concepts
There are certain fundamental concepts that you, an Administrator of Alpha
Suite Basic, should understand. They are Accounting Modes, Languages, Copy
Types, Decimal, and Timing.

[All of these items are to be found in the Parameters Tab of Alpha Suite Basic,
either as a standard parameter, an advanced parameter, or a global parameter.
Except for global parameters, parameters are stored as sets. You can have up
to four sets of standard and advanced parameters. See section 5.4 for further
information.]
3.1 Accounting Modes
Alpha Suite Basic is designed to allow User Codes to be either "pre-entered" or
entered "on the fly". These two ways of entering User Codes are called
Accounting Modes. The "pre-entered" mode is called Mode 1, or closed
accounting mode. The "on the fly" mode is called Mode 4, or open accounting
mode.
Mode 1 is a secure accounting mode: user codes can be entered only by
authorized personnel (Administrators, or Admins), either at the main computer
where Alpha Suite Basic resides (called the Main PC in this document), or in
"rare" cases, manually, at an Alpha terminal, using the Alpha Password (to be
explained in section 5.5). You cannot create a User Code using the Palm
handheld data collection device, though you can read them there.
Mode 4 is a non-secure accounting mode: User Codes are entered primarily at
Alpha terminals without need of the Alpha password, but can also be entered at
the Main PC. This mode is also referred to as "lawyer mode", as it is used
primarily by lawyers to bill third parties.
[See section 4.5.1.4 for information of how segmented User Codes can be used
to bill third parties.]
Selecting an Accounting Mode is an advanced parameter of Alpha Suite Basic.
See section 5.5 to learn how you, an Admin, can set this parameter. Because
Alpha Suite Basic can handle up to four different parameter sets, different Alpha
terminals can have different Accounting Modes.
3.2 Languages
Currently, Alpha Suite Basic is available only in the English language. (The
Alpha terminals themselves support multiple languages though.) Nevertheless,
an Alpha's beginning English display prompt, what a User first encounters, can
be changed through Alpha Suite Basic. The Language (the actual display
prompt) chosen by an Admin depends on how the program and the Alphas are to
be used.
Language 1 is called "Account". In normal operation, users encounter a
beginning display prompt that says "Enter Your Name", meaning the name of the

user's "account". FYI, the Operator's Manual for the Alpha terminal assumes the
use of this language.
Language 7 is called "User". In this language, the beginning display prompt says
"Enter User Code". This language is well suited for the University and hospital
environments, and is the default language of Alpha Suite Basic.
Language 8 is called "Client". In this language, the beginning display prompt
says "Billing Code?". This language is well suited for the legal environment, and
should be selected when Accounting Mode 4 is chosen.
Selecting a Language is an advanced parameter of Alpha Suite Basic. See
section 5.5 to learn how you, an Admin, can set this parameter. Because Alpha
Suite Basic can handle up to four different parameter sets, different Alpha
terminals can have different Language prompts.
3.3 Copy Types
Depending on the copier make and model to which an Alpha terminal is attached,
it may be possible for an Alpha terminal to charge different "per copy" prices for
up to four different Copy Types.
A copy is printing on one side of a piece of paper, coming from a copier, as a
result of walkup traffic. Different copies may have different copy attributes, or
characteristics. For example, you may make two black and white (B/W) copies,
but one copy is letter size (8.5" x 11") and the other copy is ledger size (11" x
17"). The two copies are said to be different Copy Types, because they differ in
one of their attributes, namely size.
You may need to consult with your copier technician to see if any of the copiers
you are using with Alpha terminals support a multiple pricing approach.
The Names and Prices for the four Copy Types theoretically supportable by
Alpha Suite Basic are normal parameters. See section 5.4 to learn how you, an
Admin, can set these parameters. Because Alpha Suite Basic can handle up to
four different parameter sets, different Alpha terminals can have different Copy
Type Names and Prices.
3.4 Decimal
In Alpha Suite Basic, the valuation of all copying activity can be expressed as
units or money.
When Decimal is set ON, all Copy Type Prices are entered in cents, and shown
in dollars and cents, and all copying activity values in usage reports are
expressed in dollar and cents.

When Decimal is set to OFF, all Copy Type Prices are entered in whole numbers
(units), and shown as such, and all copying activity values in usage reports are
expressed in units.
Decimal is set ON by default.
Decimal is a global parameter of Alpha Suite Basic, and as such is the same
state (ON or OFF) for all Alpha terminals, regardless of what parameter set that
Alpha terminal is associated with. See section 5.5 to learn how you, an Admin,
can set this parameter.
3.5 Timing
Alpha Suite Basic is designed to control and account for copying activity on
copiers. This requires that three basic timing considerations be made.
The first timing consideration is called Trans Timeout,and refers to how long an
Alpha terminal should wait with no copying activity before it "decides" that a user
has left the copier without logging out (hitting STOP) and "locks out" the copier.
The second timing consideration is called Filter Pulse, and refers to how long an
Alpha terminal should wait after receiving a copy count pulse before "looking for"
another possible copy count pulse.
The third timing consideration is called End Cycle Wait, and refers to how long an
Alpha terminal should continue to accept copy count pulses after the user has
logged out (hit STOP).
These three Timers are normal parameters. See section 5.4 to learn how you,
an Admin, can set these parameters. Because Alpha Suite Basic can handle
up to four different parameter sets, different Alpha terminals can have different
Timers settings.
4.0 Alpha Suite Basic Program Overview
In order to use Alpha Suite Basic, you must:
* Install the program (and all additional components purchased) on at
least one pc (called the Main PC),
* Locate the common database in the desired local or network folder,
* Reset (initialize) all Alpha or Alpha-X terminal (including giving any
Alpha-X terminal a local IP address) and link them to new or existing
copiers,

* Set up the program for general and parameter settings,
* Add new, or edit existing copiers, and
* Test the whole system.
If the Palm handheld data collector and associated software are being used,
additional Palm software will have to be installed on the Main PC, and the Palm
handheld will have to be hotsynched twice. If at least one Alpha terminal is
networked (if it is an Alpha-X), additional network software (called Tibbo
software) will have to be installed as well.
[Although it is possible to install and use Alpha Suite Basic on more than one pc
on a local area network (LAN), it is strongly recommended that the program be
installed (at least initially) only on one pc, the Main PC. It is also strongly
recommended (at least initially) that the database (an Access mdb file) be stored
in the root folder of the program ( \\Program Files\Alpha Suite), and that access
to the program and the database file be share restricted to Admin and IT
personnel only. Finally, it is strongly recommended that the database file be
regularly backed up to a hard drive different that the one(s) the program and
database reside on.]
[Alpha Suite Basic is intended to run on a relatively modern pc with an NT
operating system installed such as Windows 2000, or Windows XP Home or
Professional Edition. It is not recommended for use on a pc with Win 98
installed.]
Please note that Alpha Suite Basic is fault tolerant, meaning that you should be
able to start working with it even if all Alpha terminals have not been reset, or all
copiers have not been set up.
4.1 Installing the Program
Following are the installation instructions for Alpha Suite Basic , the same
instructions that are found on the Install Disk for Alpha Suite Basic and its
attendant Palm Programs. If you have already installed Alpha Suite Basic, you
can safely skip this section of the Help File.
4.1.1 Installation Instructions
Thank you for purchasing Alpha Suite Basic, a Tekvend product from
Advanced Technologies, Inc.

If autorun is ON on your installation pc, inserting this product's Install Disk will
automatically bring up an Install Menu, which includes a link to this Help File
(read as a doc file, using Word).
Here's a picture of it:

On the left side of the Install Menu are install buttons for the main program. On
the right side, are install buttons for the program's Palm applications.
If you have purchased Alpha Suite Basic with the Palm application, be aware
that you should install the Palm Desktop Software, as necessary, first. This
software came with the Palm handheld device (Tungsten C).
4.1.2 Installing the Desktop Application
To install the desktop application, press the Install Alpha Suite Desktop button.
You will be guided through a series of screens that are easy to follow. When you
press finish, you will return to the Install Menu screen. Installation of the desktop
application has been tested on Windows 2000, and Windows XP Home and
Professional Editions, including XP installations upgraded for SP2. This
application has not been tested on, nor is it recommended for, Windows 98 or 95.
4.1.3 Installing an Empty Database
If this is a new installation of the desktop application, and not just another
instance of the application sharing the program's database on a network, then it
is OK to press the Install Empty Access Database button. Pressing this button

will put an Access database called Alpha Suite.mdb in the directory \\Program
Files\Alpha Suite, and this database will be found when the program is first
opened. If you press this button and there is a database already in this folder
called Alpha Suite.mdb, you will be warned that you are overwriting it.
Please be careful not to overwrite an existing database, which could result
in a loss of data.
Please note that at any later time, you can choose to move the program's
database to a network drive, so that others may use it, using another installation
of Alpha Suite Basic.
4.1.4 Installing the Palm Programs and Palm COM Software
There are two Palm Programs, called "Alpha for Palm " and "Booster", and there
is a comunications program called Palm Conduit Support for COM.
Installing the Palm Programs and Palm COM Software assumes that you
possess a Palm handheld with OS 5.2 or higher. We recommend that you
purchase the Tungsten C from Advanced Technologies, as the Palm Programs
are then already installed on it, and you get all the special hardware needed to
use the application. At this time you should check that your Registration Key
allows you to use the Palm Programs of Alpha Suite Basic.
The top button on the right side of the Install Menu installs the Palm Programs.
Installation means that these two programs are "parked" in the Hotsynch Quick
Install "tray" for actual installation at next Hotsynch.
The bottom button installs the Palm COM Software on the desktop pc where the
Alpha Suite Basic and the Palm Desktop Software (are to) reside. You must
install this communication software for the Palm Programs to run properly.
4.1.5 Installation Notes
1) In order for the Palm Programs to install (or upgrade) properly, you will have to
Hotsynch your Palm handheld not once, but twice. The first Hotsynch installs the
programs, and the second Hotsynch synchronizes the Alpha Suite Basic
database (Alpha Suite.mdb) with the "Alpha for Palm " Palm database (a pdb file
in the Palm itself). If you purchased the Palm handheld from Advanced
Technologies, you may need to Hotsynch only once, as the programs come preinstalled. Hotsynching can be done as many times as you like.
2) When you install Alpha Suite Basic, you also install something called a Palm
Conduit. This is a small file that tells the Palm Desktop Software to synchronize
Alpha Suite Basic with "Alpha for Palm". This link is a form of registration that

can be broken and reestablished at will within Alpha Suite Basic. See the
Setup section of the Help File of Alpha Suite Basic for further details.
3) For the lastest version of these installation instructions, go to our website,
www.tekvend.com, and search under "Products, Alpha Suite Basic".
4.2 Opening the Program
After Alpha Suite Basic in installed, you should find a "new program" listed in
Start | Programs called Alpha Suite. Right Click on the program start icon
("Alpha Suite") and create a shortcut that you can drag out to the Main PC
desktop, or Main PC taskbar. Double clicking this icon will open the program. If
you did not install the program database, or placed that database in a location
other than the program's root folder (\\Program files\Alpha Suite), you will receive
a warning message the first time the program opens, but the program will open,
and you can then locate the database. See section 4.5.1.6 for further
explanation.
4.3 Organization of the Program
Once Alpha Suite Basic is installed and the database located and chosen, you
can start familiarizing yourself with the basic parts of the program. You will
notice that the opening screen (or Main Screen) has four main tabs, four main
buttons, an Alpha Read Button, an Alpha Select Scrollbox, and an Advanced
Checkbox. The opening screen of Alpha Suite Basic looks like this:

Notice that the left most tab, Data Collection Tab, is visible when the program is
opened. When an Alpha terminal is connected serially or through the LAN and
read, the Data Collection Tab will look like this:

If you were to select the Users Tab, you would see something like this, if an
Alpha terminal was not currently connected:

If however you were looking at the Users Tab and an Alpha terminal was
currently connected and read, you would see something like this:

Selecting the Parameters Tab with no Alpha terminal connected, you see this
screen:

If you now select the Prices Subtab, you see this:

Selecting the Parameters Tab (General) with an Alpha terminal connected and
read, you see something like this:

In this case, the Prices Subtab looks something like this:

Looking at the Alphas - Copiers Tab with no Alpha terminal connected, we
representatively see:

With an Alpha terminal connected and read, we instead in general see:

Notice that for all the Tabs and Subtabs, the information in blue is coming from
the connected and read Alpha terminal.
If now you press the Database Button, you will see the Database Screen:

Checking off "View Enhanced Features" gives you a more complete view of the
Database Screen:

You can close this screen by pressing "X". If you instead minimize the screen by
pressing "-", you can bring back the screen by simply pressing the Database
Button again (a process called "reverse minimize"). This is true for all buttons
that open into new windows. For the time being, close the screen. Now press
the Report Button to see the Reports Screen:

This is a very comprehensive module within Alpha Suite Basic, and it will be
covered in great depth in section 6.0. For now, notice that there are three
Subtabs, the Reports Subtab, the Logs Subtab, and the Other Subtab. For the
first two Subtabs, the reports that can be generated come in two types, usage
and collection. Also notice that you can drag and drop dates into the date range
boxes used to generate these reports. Close the Reports Screen by pressing X.
Now press the Setup Button to open the Setup Screen:

This is a very comprehensive module within Alpha Suite Basic, and it will be
covered in great depth in section 4.5.1. For now, notice that there are four
buttons on this screen, along with a number of fields that may need filling in. All
of these buttons exhibit the "reverse minimize" feature mentioned above.
The first button is the Registration Button. Press this Button to open the
Registration Screen. You need to open this screen only if you decide to or are
required to change your licensing of Alpha Suite Basic by entering a new
registration key obtained from Tekvend. See section 4.5.1.1 for further
explanation.
The second button is the About Button. Pressing this button opens the About
Screen, which tells you the version of Alpha Suite Basic currently installed. You
may also obtain the Main PC system information through this screen.
The third button is the Connection Setup Button. Pressing this button opens the
Connection Setup Screen. This section deals with all aspects of communicating
with Alpha terminals serially, through the LAN (TCP/IP), or via the Palm (if
allowed by your licensing). This is a very comprehensive module within Alpha
Suite Basic, and it will be covered in great depth in section 4.5.1.5.
The fourth button is the I/O Log Button. Pressing this button opens the I/O Log
Screen. On this screen you can see in real time any serial communication
occurring between the program and a connected Alpha terminal. This screen is
used mostly for troubleshooting and "stays on top" when open. You will probably
never need to use it.
Note that you can access all the Tabs and Buttons on the Main Screen from the
keyboard by holding Alt and pressing the underscored letter in the Tab or Button
name. You should be able to "tab around" within most tabs and screens, and
you should be able to close most windows by hitting escape.
4.4 Using the Help Section of the Program
This file that you are reading is the Help File of Alpha Suite Basic. It displays
within the program itself. Press the Help Button to open the Help Screen at any
time. You can also read the entire Help File as a Word (doc) file or pdf file
directly off your Install Disk.
4.5 Getting Started
If you received a database warning message (it say that the program can't find
the database in an expected location), click OK and go to the Database Screen,
locate the database using the browse function, and hit the "Open Database and
Reload Program" button.

Now plug in any supplied RS232 cable or USB to serial cable. Press the Setup
Button and then press the Connection Setup Button. By default, you should see
the Serial Settings Screen:

(If you don't see this screen for some reason, click serial in the upper left hand
corner of this screen.)
The upper right corner of this screen should show the available COM ports that
you could connect an Alpha terminal to. Checking these COM ports off allows
them to be displayed in the Alpha Select Scrollbox on the Main Screen. If you
don't check any COM ports off, the default COM port, COM1 Serial, will still show
up in the Alpha Select Scrollbox.
Now hook up an Alpha terminal (purchased from Advanced Technologies) to one
of the COM ports you checked off. Press the Read Alpha Button. If the Alpha
terminal is brand new (i.e., if it has never been used with Alpha Suite Basic),
you will probably get a message that tentatively assigns the Alpha terminal a
unique Serial Number and states that it need to be Reset (initialized).

The Alpha terminal will now be assigned that Serial Number and Reset. Press
OK.
(Reset specifically means that the Alpha terminal's Name Length, the maximum
number of characters of a User Code, is changed to 16 characters, to make the
Alpha terminal work with Alpha Suite Basic. If the Alpha terminal actually had
some User Codes in it, a more elaborate Reset would have to be performed.
See section 4.5.3 for further explanation.)
The immediate next screen you see will be the Link Copier Screen:

After an Alpha terminal is Reset, it must be assigned to a Copier before it can be
used. Since you have undoubtedly not yet added any Copiers (something you
do over on the Alphas - Copiers Tab), select New Copier (the default selection),
and give that New Copier a Name. The Name can be anything, since you can
edit the Copier Name later.
Notice that you are asked to assign your New Copier a Parameter Set. Since
Parameter Sets don't yet mean anything to you, just leave the default selection of
1 unchanged. Also, leave checked "Export Parameter Set 1".
Press the Link Copier Button. You will see a confirmation message of what you
have selected. Press Yes.

The Alpha terminal will now be read. You should see something like this on the
Data Collection Tab:

Since the Alpha terminal is most probably new, there will most likely be no User
Codes and no activity read. At this point, do not click the Collect Data Button.
Now click the Alphas - Copiers Tab. You will see your New Copier and its linked
Alpha terminal in the Alphas - Copiers Table:

Most probably, this is the only record you will see right now in the table. Click on
the record to select it. Now click Edit Copier. This opens the Edit Copier Screen
for that particular copier:

Notice here that you can edit the Copier's Name, give it a Location, change its
Parameter Set, and set its Preventative Maintenance fields. You can even delete
the Copier, if no data has been collected against it. See section 4.5.2 for further
information on how the Preventative Maintenance feature of Alpha Suite Basic
works. Close this screen.
Now take a closer look at the Alpha Select Scrollbox. In it you will see a
selection called Simulator. The Simulator is a virtual Alpha terminal that allows
you to try out Alpha Suite Basic without purchasing or hooking up an Alpha
terminal.
The first time (and every time) you select Simulator in the Alpha Select Scrollbox,
you will see the Clicker Simulator Button appear:

Don't press that button, but instead press the Read Alpha Button. Notice that
you have to go through the exact same procedure for setting up the Simulator as
you just did for a new Alpha terminal. The Simulator is assigned a Serial
Number, you must choose a Parameter Set for the Simulator, and you must link it
to a new or existing Copier. Choose New Copier and assign the Simulator a
Copier Name.
Now select the Users Tab. There are probably no Users yet in the Users Table
on this Tab, so press the Add User Button:

Type in any User Name (e.g., Mary) and User Code (e.g., 411), and press Save.
[If you expect to use that User Code for a real person or billing entity later, you
can always edit the User Name.]
Since the Simulator has no users "in" it yet, press the Update Alpha Users
Button. You will see the status of your newly entered user change in the
Simulator (acting as an Alpha), going from a red triangle (not in the Alpha) to a
green square (in the Alpha).
Now press the Clicker Simulator Button:

Type in the User Code you just created and press Enter. Notice that you can
now "make copies" by pressing the buttons marked 1 through 4 (for the four
possible Copy Types). When you are finished "making copies", press Stop, and
minimize the Simulator.
Press the Read Alpha Button again. You should see your new copying activity in
the read portion of the Data Collection Tab:

If you want to collect this simulated usage data, press the Collect Data From
Alpha Button. Notice that you can Export a Parameter Set and Zero User Values
while you are collecting usage data.
Since your Simulator Alpha is still "attached", click on the Parameters Tab to see
the parameters now "in" the Simulator. All the values in blue are "in" the
Simulator, just as they would be with a real Alpha terminal.
If you like you can experiment by giving one of the parameters sets a name,
changing one of the Copy Type Prices, or switching the Decimal Mode from ON
to OFF, or vice-versa.
Any changes you make will result in the new parameter value being shown in
red. If you make any changes on the Parameters Tab, you will be required to
press Save before leaving the Parameters Tab. Any changes you make will not
automatically be put in the attached Alpha (here the Simulator): you must press
the Export Parameter Set to Alpha Button, or equivalently, press the Collect Data
From Alpha Button, as before, with the Export Parameter Set option checked ON
(the default value).

[Note that you can export a parameter set different than the one chosen when
you set up the Simulator, or any Alpha terminal. If you export to an Alpha's
terminal a different parameter set, that change is automatically updated in the
program's database.]
[Don't worry about usage data associated with the Simulator showing in usage
reports generated later, using real Alpha terminals: by default, Simulator usage
data is excluded from those reports. See section 4.5.1.2 for further explanation.]

4.5.1 Setting Up the Program
Alpha Suite Basic is a sophisticated program. We recommend that you take the
time to learn about and properly choose operational settings critical to the
program's proper operation.
4.5.1.1 Registering Your Copy of Alpha Suite Basic
Press the Setup Button. Then immediately press the Registration Button to see
a screen that looks like this:

Depending on what licensing if any you have purchased thus far, the read-only
fields on this screen will be different.
If you are evaluating the software with or without an Alpha terminal, your
Registration Mode is most probably Temporary Full Function. If you have
purchased Alpha Suite Basic, your Registration Mode is instead Full Function.
If you have purchased the Palm license, then Include Palm Connection Setup is
set to Yes; otherwise it is set to No.

Also shown are the number of active Alpha - Copier links and number of User
Codes purchased versus actually used. See section 1.0 for an explanation of
how these two license counts work.
If you exceed either of these license counts, you can always open the program
and read Alpha terminals, but you cannot collect data serially or over the LAN
until you return to license count compliance.
Registration Keys are normally obtained by email and can be copied and pasted
into the Registration Key textbox on this screen. If you are entering a new
Registration Key, press OK, otherwise press Exit.
4.5.1.2 Identifying Your Community
You should now be looking at the Setup Screen, as before. In the upper left
hand corner, you will notice two text boxes in a section of the screen called
Reports. These text boxes are used to identify your community on all reports.
Reports generated by Alpha Suite Basic have a common header identifying the
name of the Organization and the Division of that Organization whose copying
your are monitoring. An example is Organization = University of Chicago,
Division = Hospital.
[Notice that below these two text boxes there is one more choice to make
regarding the general appearance of reports, namely whether you want Simulator
usage data included in usage reports. By default, such data is not included
(default unchecked). You should leave this choice unchecked, as usage data
from the Simulator is not real, even though User Codes used with the Simulator
might very well be real.]
4.5.1.3 User Code Propagation Choice
As mentioned in Section 3.1, it is possible to enter User Codes directly on an
Alpha terminal. In Accounting Mode 1, this can be done only by an
Administrator, using the common Alpha Password (see section 5.5 for an
explanation of this Password). In Accounting Mode 4, any person can enter a
new (not previously entered) User Code.
In either case, when an Alpha terminal is read, if a new User Code not in the
Users Table (and the program's database) is detected in the Alpha terminal, it is
shown, both in the read portion of the Data Collection Tab, in alphanumeric
order, and in the Users Table, at the bottom of the table.

These User Codes are indicated as **New** User Codes. For example, you
would see something like this at the bottom of the Users Table:

Although you can clearly see these **New** User Codes, they are not in the
program's database, and will not be imported into that database until a data
collection is taken. The status of that importation process is set by a rule you
choose in the New Users on an Alpha section of the Setup Screen.
Press the Legend Button (looks like "i") to understand what all the propagation
symbols mean:

At first the symbols may seem confusing, but the concept of propagation is
relatively straightforward: do you want a **New** User Code found on an Alpha
to stay there? Do you want it to be only on that Alpha terminal, or do you want
the Data Collection process to place that User Code on other Alpha terminals?

Basically, you have three choices. The first choice (Active User - Add to other
Alphas) means that you not only leave the **New** User Code on the originating
Alpha terminal, but you put in on all subsequent Alpha terminals you collect data
from. This choice is indicated by a green square.
The second choice (Active User - Do not add to other Alphas) means that you
leave the **New** User Code on the originating Alpha terminal, but you do not
put it on (propagate it to) any subsequently attached Alpha terminals. This choice
is indicated by a green square preceded by a green circle slash.
The third choice (Inactive User - Remove from Alpha) means that the **New**
User Code will be removed from the originating Alpha terminal and not
propagated to any subsequently attached Alpha terminals. This choice is
indicated by a red triangle.
[Notice that a **New** User Code removed from an Alpha is said to be inactive,
not deleted. This is because the code is imported into the program database, as
it must, if there is any usage data posted against it.]
4.5.1.4 Segmentation Choice
Many organizations require the attribution (billing) of copying activity to more than
one entity. For example, Mary may make copies for the English Department's
annual Shakespeare Festival. Can this copying activity be attributed to Mary, the
English Department, and the Shakespeare Festival all with one User (or Billing)
Code?
The answer is yes, if the code is segmented (split into parts). You are already
familiar with the idea of segmentation: if you create a document in Microsoft
Word, the file name is composed of two parts, the name of the file and its
extension. The extension is a segment of the whole file name, and it tells any
computer encountering it that the format of the file is what you would expect from
Microsoft Word.
Alpha Suite Basic allows for segmentation of User Codes in to two or three
parts. For the sake of discussion, let's assume that you want to segment User
Codes into three parts.
This segmentation can be achieved either by switching from letters to numbers
back to letters (or vice-versa), or by using a separator character. You make this
choice on the Setup Screen.
Regarding the second method of segmentation, recall that the Alpha terminal is
fully alphanumeric: it's just like a typewriter, and has all the punctuation and

diacritical marks expected on a typewriter. You can choose any character on the
Alpha terminal to "separate" segments of User Codes.
For example, you could use the hyphen (shift + M):

Using either of these segmentation methods allows Administrators and / or
operators to enter User Codes with segments of indeterminate length. The only
limitation on User Codes is that an entire User Code "string" not exceed 16
alphanumeric characters.
For example, using the numbers - letters segmentation method, you could enter
4 letters, 7 numbers, and 5 letters, or 6 numbers, 4 letters, and 6 numbers, etc.
The only restriction here (besides letters to numbers to letters, or vice-versa) is
that the three "string lengths" add up to a number less than or equal to 16. In our
two examples, both sets of numbers (4, 7, and 5, and 6, 4, and 6) add up to 16.
Of course they could have added up to less than 16 too.
If you choose to segment User Codes, you need to give each segment a name.
Two common examples are: User, Department, Project, and User, Client, Matter.
While it is a good idea to have a segment hierarchy in mind (say first segment
more general than second segment, second segment more general than third
segment), it is not required that you think that way, and the program's reporting
capabilities are in no way compromised by "not having your segments in order".
In section 6.0, we will look at the excellent reporting capabilites in Alpha Suite
Basic that come from using User Code segmentation. In the meantime, realize
that if you turn on segmentation in Setup, you can display User Codes by

segments in the Users Table by clicking on Show Parts. Show Parts is not
visible when segmentation is not used (when the # of parts in User Codes is set
to 1).
4.5.1.5 Connection Settings
On the Setup Screen, press the Connection Setup Button. You will see two or
three choices in the upper left hand corner of this screen:

The first choice is Serial, the second choice TCP/IP, and the third choice is Palm.
If you have not purchased the Palm license (see section 4.5.1.1), the third choice
does not appear.
For Serial, there are a number of setting on both sides of the screen that are very
technical and will probably never have to be changed.
On the left side of the screen, you will see a portion of the screen called AutoConnect & Auto-Disconnect. Auto-Connect refers to the feature whereby the
mere act of plugging an Alpha terminal into a data collector (such as a Palm
handheld, or the Main PC) results in a read of that Alpha terminal. AutoDisconnect refers to the read portion of the Data Collection Tab automatically
going blank if a connection to a read Alpha terminal is sensed disconnected. The
Timers here determine the connection probe interval and no connection timeout
interval top to bottom. Chances are you will never change these Timers values.
The Online portion of the screen directly below refers to setting Timers to
facilitate the actual serial session with the connected Alpha terminal you are
trying to read. These Timers are set to facilitate "smooth" Alpha terminal reads
devoid of false "no connection" messages that can occur when you try to
repeatedly read an Alpha terminal rapidly. Again, chances are you will never
change these Timers.
You can change any of these Timer values, but realize that the Default Button on
the left side of this Serial Connection Setup Screen resets the default timer
values. Any changes made to these TImers must be saved to take effect.
Over on the right side of this screen are the Serial Port and COM Connection
settings. Alpha Suite Basic automatically detects all serial ports (RS232 or
USB) up to COM 16.

[For a USB serial port to be detected, the USB to serial adaptor must be
connected, so if you are going to use a USB port, plug in the USB to serial
adaptors, even if you are not prepared to plug Alpha terminals into them. Please
note that not all USB to serial adaptors support 7 bit ASCII, the serial protocol
used by Alpha terminals. We suggest that you purchase any USB to serial
adaptor you need from us (Advanced Technologies) to avoid Alpha terminal USB
connection problems.]
If you want a particular serial port to show up in the Alpha Select Scrollbox,
check off the appropriate COM ports here on the Serial Connection Setup
Screen. Note that if do not check off any COM ports, COM1 Serial will still show
up in the Alpha Select Scrollbox.
In the Connection portion of the Serial Connection Setup Screen, you see the
COM (or serial protocol) Connection Settings. They are already set for Alpha
terminals, so there is no need to make any changes here. If you think a change
has inadvertently been made (e.g., you are having communication problems with
all your Alpha terminals), press the Default Settings Button to restore the COM
Connection settings to their default values.
If you have Alpha-X terminals and want to communicate with them over a LAN
(ethernet), click now on the second choice, TCP/IP. You will see that there is
very little to do here, except choose the TCP/IP Port Number. By default, we set
it at 1001, and we recommend that you leave it alone. Setting up the ethernet
side Alpha-X terminals using the Tibbo software is covered in a section 13.0. In
the Alpha Suite Basic program, there is really nothing to do except to set the
common TCP/IP Port Number. You can, on this screen, also set the AutoConnect, Auto-Disconnect and Online Timers for TCP/IP connection. These
Timers are totally independent of the four serial Timers previously discussed.
In practice, once Alpha-X terminals are set up with the Tibbo software,
connecting to them through the program is as simple as typing their TCP/IP
addresses in a simple dialog. This process is covered in section 4.5.5.
If you have purchased the Palm license and intend to use a Palm Handheld (OS
5.2 or higher), click now on the third choice, Palm. Notice that you have the four
Timers again, this time for Palm communication. These Palm Timers are totally
independent of the serial and TCP/IP Timers already mentioned.
Over on the right side of this screen, you will find two text boxes for HotSync
interval management. You can choose to use either or both of these Palm
Timers too.
The first interval is used to warn an Administrator using a Palm handheld that "It's
been awhile since your last HotSync; data in the Main PC database may have

changed considerably since then, and the database in the Palm may need
updating."
The second interval is more aggressive in that it disallows data collection on the
Palm handheld if it is exceeded. This forces the Administrator to HotSynch
before collecting any new data using the Palm handheld.
Note that the results of the last "Alpha for Palm" HotSync are displayed on this
screen for convenience sake. This information can also be seen in the Palm
Desktop Log.
On the lower right hand corner of this screen, you will see the Install HotSync
Conduit Button. In order for the Palm Desktop HotSynch utility to know to look
for and synchronize Alpha Suite Basic with "Alpha for Palm", a conduit or
connecting program must be "registered". If you have never used the Palm
handheld before, you should press this button. The status of the registration of
the HotSync Conduit (for these programs) is shown. If the Conduit is registered,
you can unregister it, or vice-versa. You want it registered, unless otherwise
informed.
4.5.1.6 Locating and Managing Your Database
When you first install the program's Access database, by default it goes into the
default install directory for the program, namely C:\Program Files\Alpha Suite.
While for smaller installations we strongly suggest that you leave the database
there, some locations will nevertheless want to put the database on a network
drive. This makes sense if, for example, you wish to install multiple instances of
Alpha Suite Basic sharing a common network drive database. This is
reasonable if, for example, you want to "sign up" users from multiple locations.
If your database is on the LAN and you are concerned about its security, you can
password protect it. First, with Alpha Suite Basic closed, open Access without
opening a database. Second, choose File \ Open, and open the database, but
do it by pressing the drop down arrow next to the Open Button and selecting
Open Exclusive. In Open Exclusive, select Tools \ Security \ Set Database
Password, and enter and verify a password.
Now go back and open Alpha Suite Basic. You will be prompted to select a
database. In the Choose Database dialog window, check View Enhanced
Features. Type the database password in the textbox shown and click Apply.
Now select Open Database and Reload Program. The Alpha Suite Basic
database is now password protected.
4.5.2 Adding and Editing Copiers, Including Using PM Counters

If you are installing a number of Alpha or Alpha-X terminals on a number of
copiers, you may find it very useful to enter (add) all or most of your copiers at
one time. Simply press the Add Copier Button on the Alphas - Copiers Tab. You
will see something like this:

If you were to press the Edit Copier Button (which requires that you select a line
on the Alphas - Copiers Table that includes a copier), you would see essentially
the same screen.
On the Add Copier Screen, you can give a new copier a Name and Location,
choose a Parameter Set (1 through 4), and make Notes about the copier.
If you save this new copier, do not link it to an existing, unlinked Alpha or Alpha-X
terminal, and do not collect data against the copier, you can select it again, and
using the Edit Copier Button, delete it. It doesn't matter if you give a copier a
"wrong" Name or Location: you can edit these fields anytime, even after data has
been collected against the copier, just as long as you don't try to use a Copier
Name that has already been entered and has had data collected against it.
Notice that on the Add Copier Screen, you can set Preventative Maintenance
(PM) fields. These fields allow you to track total "clicks" on a copier for the
purpose of scheduling routine (or preventative) maintenance calls.
There are three PM fields: date since Last Maintenance, Copier Clicks until next
PM Notification, and Usage Since Last Maintenance.
You can type in the first (or date) field numerically, or you can press the Calendar
Button next to this field to set the date to today's date.

To set the second (or clicks) field, type in a whole number, like 25000. It is not
necessary to type in commas, which will be ignored anyway. Note that clicks are
counted equally, regardless of Copy Type.
The third (or usage) field is a read-only table that shows the data supporting a
copier's PM status. As you collect usage data against a copier by name, it will
show up in this table, and will be used to calculate when the next PM should be
done on a copier. A typical table functionally looks like this:

To find out if a copier needs a PM, you can look at the data in the read-only
usage table for that copier (select the copier and press the Edit Copier Button), or
you can run a PM report. See section 6.0 for further details.
You may have noticed that on the Add (Edit) Copier Screen, you can make a
copier inactive by checking Inactive Copier. Making a copier inactive means that
it is not shown on the Alphas - Copiers Table, and it is not typically shown on a
PM report.
A copier must be "free" (not linked to an Alpha terminal) in order to make it
inactive. See section 5.3 to learn how to link and unlink Alpha terminals to
copiers.
Inactive copiers can be shown (revealed) by checking Show Inactive Copiers and
Alphas on the Alphas - Copiers Tab.
A "free" (unlinked) copier can be deleted if no usage data has been collected
against it.
One checkbox that shows up in Add Copier (but not Edit Copier) is Simulated
Copier. If you check this box, the copier is not considered real, and it can only be
linked to the Simulator.

4.5.3 Adding and Editing Alpha Terminals
You cannot directly add an Alpha terminal to the Alphas - Copiers Table. Instead
you need to read it, and follow the subsequent instructions, just like you did in
section 4.5.
Adding an Alpha terminal through a Read Alpha procedure results in two
processes: a Full Reset (or initialization), or an Express (or simplified) Reset.
A Full Reset occurs when the Alpha terminal has the wrong User Code Name
Length, namely something less than 16 alphanumeric characters. This Name
Length is required by Alpha Suite Basic. A Full Reset requires that the Alpha
terminal's database be reformatted. Nevertheless, if any User Codes are in the
Alpha terminal, they can be restored after the full Reset. Similarly, if any usage
data is in the Alpha terminal, it can be collected prior to the Full Reset.
An Express Reset (which is what you already did in section 4.5) occurs when the
Alpha terminal has the correct User Code name length (16 alphanumeric
characters), but has no (or an unrecognized) Serial Number. Alpha terminals
purchased from Advanced Technologies only require an Express Reset.
[Alpha Suite Basic creates its own Serial Numbers for database integrity
purposes. It is not possible for a customer to use his/her own Serial Numbers to
identify Alpha terminals in a way this program can use.]
Generally speaking, a Full Reset is just an Express Reset, with the Alpha
terminal database formatting tacked on to the end. You will probably encounter a
Serial Number assignment, followed by a linking to a new or existing copier.
After that a read will automatically occur, and the name length discrepancy will
be discovered. At this point, you will be requested to click on a temporary button
in the upper right hand corner of the application, namely the Reset Alpha Button:

Pressing that button produces the Reset Alpha Screen:

The first checkbox gives you the option to collect User Codes and usage data
prior to formatting the Alpha terminal's database. If you want to import those
User Codes and usage data associated with them, leave this checkbox checked.
Any User Codes imported in this fashion are added the program's database
according to the User Code Propagation Choice you made in Setup (see section
4.5.1.3).
The second checkbox asks whether you want to restore any User Codes found
on the Alpha terminal being formatted. It is up to you whether you want to do
this, as there are scenarios for and against restoring User Codes to an Alpha
terminal after formatting.
Once an Alpha terminal is recognized by the program, it can be edited, whether it
is linked or unlinked to a copier. (Alpha terminals can be unlinked from their
copiers. See section 4.5.4.) When you press Edit Alpha, you will see something
like this:

Note that an Alpha terminal can be given a Permanent Connection or address. If
it is always hooked up to a specific COM port, or is always at a specific IP
address (here it is an Alpha-X terminal), then the copier it is linked to (if any) will
automatically show up in the Alpha Select Scrollbox:

A "free" (unlinked) Alpha terminal can be made inactive, meaning it can be taken
off the Alphas - Copiers Table if Show Inactive Copiers and Alphas is unchecked.
A "free" (unlinked) Alpha terminal can also be deleted if no usage data has been
collected against it.
4.5.4 Linking and Unlinking Alphas and Copiers
Alpha Suite Basic is licensed in part according to the number of Alpha - Copier
links. You can have as many copiers in the Alphas - Copiers Table as you like,
as long as the number of copiers linked to Alphas does not exceed the licensed
maximum.
As mentioned before, you can always change a copier's Name; data collected
from an Alpha terminal is posted to the current name of the copier currently
linked to that Alpha terminal. If however you want to switch an Alpha terminal
from one copier to another, all you need to do is click Unlink Alpha. The Alpha
terminal remains selected in the Table, so press Link Alpha. This takes you the
(by now familiar) Link Copier Screen.
At this point, you can choose a new or existing copier to link the Alpha terminal
to. You can even "bump" (or unlink) another Alpha terminal by choosing the
existing copier it is linked to.
Note that you can assign any of the four Parameter Sets to a new copier when
linking it to an Alpha terminal, but you cannot change an existing copier's
Parameter Set. You can only do that in Edit Copier.
Also note that copiers that are designated Simulated Copiers (and therefore are
not considered real) are segregated during the linking process, so that
Simulated Copiers link only to the Simulator, while real copiers link only to real
Alpha terminals.

4.5.5 Connecting to Alpha-X Terminals
As mentioned in section 1.0, when an Alpha terminal is put in an ethernet ready
cradle, it becomes an Alpha-X terminal. As mentioned in section 4.5.1.5, AlphaX terminals are "ethernetized" separately, using Tibbo software. See section
13.0 to see how an Alpha-X terminal acquires a local area network (LAN) IP
address.
[Please note that Alpha-X terminals with static IPs can be communicated with
over the internet, if there are no impeding firewall restrictions.]
Aside from making sure in Setup that the TCP/IP port assigned is correct (again,
see section 4.5.1.5), there is little to do except use the Alpha Select Scrollbox to
find the Alpha-X terminal and Reset it (see section 4.5).
To do this, select IP Address in the Alpha Select Scrollbox, and press Read
Alpha. A dialog box opens, asking you for the Alpha-X terminal's IP address.

Fill in the IP address and press OK to start communicating with the now
connected Alpha-X terminal.
5.0 Exploring the Program's Tabs
Now that you are generally familiar with Alpha Suite Basic, let's look at each
major Tab in detail.
5.1 The Data Collection Tab
If you are not connected to an Alpha terminal, this Tab will not show a reading,
but if you are connected to an Alpha terminal and you press Read Alpha, the
read portion of this Tab will show a current reading for the connected Alpha
terminal.
Alternatively, if you connect to an Alpha terminal serially, and you have checked
Autoconnect, a reading will occur automatically.
Readings are shown only while an Alpha terminal is connected. If you
disconnect an Alpha terminal, the reading will disappear. If you don't want this to

happen, uncheck Enable Auto-Disconnect. You will have to do this (as desired)
for each type of connection used (Serial, TCP/IP, Palm). We suggest that you
leave these settings alone.
A reading includes Total Sales, # of Transactions (how many User Codes were
entered), and the actual number of copies (also referred to as clicks) itemized by
Copy Type. A reading also shows copy usage by User Code (and User Name, if
any).
Total Sales and copy usage are shown in money or units, depending on how the
global parameter Decimal is set (ON or OFF).
Readings show what is currently in the connected Alpha terminal minus what
was last collected from that Alpha terminal:

Any User Code in the connected Alpha terminal not in the Main PC database is
shown as **New**.
Current copy usage and any **New** User Codes shown in a reading are not
automatically collected. You must press the Collect Data from Alpha Button to
collect this data.
Also, readings are not automatically refreshed: if you collect data and want to
verify (by looking at the read portion of the Data Collection Tab) that **New**
User Codes have been imported to the Main PC database, you will need to press
Read Alpha again. (You could look at the Users Tab.) This lack of automatic
refreshing applies to all Alpha terminal (or blue) data shown on all the main Tabs.
No data shown in a reading can be modified in any way: it is read-only data.

The Serial Number of the connected Alpha terminal, as well as the Name of the
copier linked to it, are shown in a reading. Additionally, that Copier Name is
shown in blue under the Advanced Checkbox on the Main Screen so that is can
be seen from any of the four main Tabs.
When a reading is taken, the number of User Codes read (users) is shown in
blue under the Collect Data from Alpha Button.
When collecting data, there are up to three additional actions that can occur:
Erase User Values, Update Alpha Users, and Export Parameter Set. The last
two of these three actions are checked off by default:

Erase User Values is an action that should be done rarely, if at all. All data is
calculated from differences in readings, and when you Erase User Values, you
run the slight risk of interrupting the erasing procedure, which could in turn lead
to database corruption. If you are "starting over" (say at the beginning of a new
school year, but with most of the same students), there might be some value in
performing this action.
Update Alpha Users refers to exporting any User Codes in the Main PC database
to the attached Alpha terminal, in accordance with the User Code propagation
choice made in Setup (see section 4.5.1.3 to review what this means). While it
is normal to update the User Codes on an attached Alpha terminal whose copy
usage you are collecting, it is not required. This same updating action can be
performed separately, by pressing Update Alpha Users on the Users Tab.
The Export Parameter Set action refers to exporting (sending out) the latest
values in the Parameter Set associated with the copier associated with the
currently connected Alpha terminal. This Parameter Set was chosen when the
copier was created during the linking process, or later, when you were editing the
copier.

If you are connected serially or over the LAN, the Parameter Set exported to an
attached Alpha terminal can be changed prior to collecting data. Simply go to the
Parameters Tab and select a different Parameter Set. When you come back to
the Data Collection Tab, the Parameter Set # will be updated accordingly. Note
that you cannot do this procedure using the Palm handheld.
5.2 The Users Tab
The Users Tab's User Table shows all the User Codes (users), and their
propagation statuses, in the Main PC database.
If an Alpha terminal is attached and read, the User Codes in it, and their
propagation statuses, will also be shown, including whether there are any
**New** users in the attached Alpha terminal.
For convenience sake, a Legend is provided to explain the meanings of the
different propagation statuses, both for the Main PC database, and the attached
Alpha terminal. This same Legend is available in Setup.
In section 4.5, you learned how to add a User. Press Add User if you need to
review this action.
As you add Users, notice that you can select them individually, by simply clicking
on a User, or as groups, using the standard shift+click or control+click methods.
When you select a single User, you can edit that User by pressing the Edit User
Button. When you select multiple Users, you can edit them by pressing the Edit
Users Button (same button, but with a name change).
Pressing the Edit User Button produces the Edit User Screen:

Here you can edit a User's Name, but not his/her User Code. You can also
change the User's Propagation Status (see section 4.5.1.3 for an explanation of
User Code Propagation Choice). You can also delete a User, provided no usage
data has been collected against him/her.
If however you select multiple Users and press Edit Users, you will instead see
the Edit Multiple Users Screen:

Since you have selected multiple Users, the only variable that you can jointly
change is User Propagation Status.
If you want to change the User Propagation Status for one or more Users, and
your choice is either "Active User - Add to other Alphas" or "Inactive User Reove from Alpha", you can use the "speed buttons" on the Users Tab. The
Activate Button achieves the former, and the Deactivate Button achieves the
latter.
Notice that clicking on one or more Users inverts the color of those Users'
records in the Users Table. Clicking off the Table removes any color inversion in
the Table.
Users in the Users Table are refreshed automatically only when the program is
opened, and after a data collection. Nevertheless, Users can be imported "in the
background" when using the Palm handheld. If you don't see an expected
change in the Users Table, press the Refresh Button. Also, when changing
segmentation settings in Setup, the Users Table will need to be refreshed.
Important: When you press the Update Alpha Users Button on the Users Tab,
you export updates in Users and their statuses to the attached Alpha. When you
collect data by pressing the Collect Data From Alpha Button on the Data
Collection Tab, you import any **New** Users to the Main PC database,
according to the propagation rule chosen in Setup.

When segmentation is being used (when you select more than one segment), a
checkbox appears on the Users Tab called "Show Parts". By default, it is
unchecked.
When "Show Parts" is unchecked, the whole User Code is shown, along with that
code's User Name (if any). When it is checked, the User Code is broken out by
parts, in accordance with the segmentation rule chosen in Setup (numbersletters-numbers, or separator character).
Although it may not be obvious, you can sort each column of the Users Table,
including the Alpha side of the Table (which shows up when an Alpha is attached
and read). Try clicking on various columns to see what the sorting possibilities
are.
5.3 The Alphas - Copiers Tab
The Alphas - Copiers Tab comprehensively shows in tabular form all active and
inactive copiers and Alphas, and their linkages, if any.
A typical Alphas - Copiers Table on this Tab shows Alpha terminals linked to
copiers, as well as unlinked Alpha terminals and copiers:

Here the simulated Alpha terminal called "Simulator" is linked to a simulated
copier called "Virtual Copier". Additionally, the real Alpha terminal whose Serial
Number is 24801003 is linked to the real copier called "Copier 1". The real
copier called "Copier 2" is unlinked, and the Alpha terminal whose Serial Number
is 55260598 is unlinked.

No Alpha terminal is currently connected in this screen shot, hence there is no
"blue writing" either on the Tab, or in the upper right hand corner of the Main
Screen.
Since Copier 2 and Alpha 55260598 are unlinked, they can be made inactive
using the Edit Copier Button and Edit Alpha Button respectively. Checking
"Show Inactive Copiers and Alphas" reveals that these two records still exist, but
normally wouldn't be seen:

If you now make them both active again, you can link them together by selecting
the unlinked Alpha terminal and pressing the Link Alpha Button. The result is:

Remember: when you link an Alpha terminal to an existing copier, that copier's
associated Parameter Set is automatically exported to the Alpha terminal during
the linking process. Also notice that you cannot link an Alpha terminal to an
inactive copier.
Now suppose Alpha 55260598 is attached to COM1 Serial Port. If you press
Read Alpha, you see:

Here we see that the attached and read Alpha terminal is indeed Alpha
55260598, and that it is linked to Copier 2. We also see that Alpha 55260598
has Alpha Software Version 2.15-1. Alpha Suite Basic requires that any
connected Alpha terminal have Software Version 2.15-1 or greater.
Suppose now that Alpha 55260598 will always be attached to COM1Serial Port.
If you wanted Copier 2 to show up in the Alpha Select Scrollbox, you would now
select the linked record and press Edit Alpha:

Selecting Serial under Permanent Connection, you would choose COM1 from the
drop-down COM Port box and click Save.
At this time, Copier 2 would show up as a selection in the Alpha Select Scrollbox.
Notice that COM1 Serial is still a selection in the scrollbox: this is because
COM1 Serial is a common temporary connection location for setting up Alpha
terminals, so it is always there. The only time you would not see COM1 Serial in
the Alpha Select Scrollbox is if you had other COM ports, and you checked one
or more of them off in the serial portion of Setup, but did not check off COM1
Serial. In this case, having intentionally not chosen COM1 Serial in Setup, it
would not show up in the scrollbox.
5.4 The Parameters Tab
This Tab is where you go to edit the four Parameter Sets available to control
Alpha terminals. Alpha Suite Basic's "empty database" comes with four
unnamed Parameter Sets all set to the same default values.
If you want to name any of your Parameter Sets right now, just click on one of
them in the Parameter Set Selection Box and type a name for it in the Parameter
Set Description Textbox to the right. When you hit Save, the Parameter Set
name will show up in the correct slot of the Parameter Set Selection Box.
Remember that the operational characteristics and per copy costs of different
types of copiers can be significantly different, so Alpha Suite Basic allows for
four different (copier controlling) Parameter Sets (and Prices).
Notice that the Parameters Tab is composed of two Subtabs, one called General,
and the other called Prices. Let's look at the General Subtab first:

In this screen shot, only Parameter Set 1 has been named ("Basic"). We see
that the values of the attached and read Alpha terminal in blue. Decimal,
explained in section 3.4, is off to the left, because it is a global parameter shared
by all four Parameter Sets. The three variables on the bottom are grayed out,
because they are advanced parameters accessible in Advanced Mode (to be
discussed in the next section).
With Echo refers to whether a User Code is displayed as you type it. If With
Echo is checked, you will see the actual User Code 1) as you type it, and 2) while
you are using the copier (User Mode on the Alpha terminal). Otherwise, in both
cases the display shows only asterisks as you type a User Code.
The three Timers directly below With Echo were briefly discussed in section 3.5.
The value ranges for these Timers can be seen by hovering over each one.
Trans Timeout refers to the amount of time in seconds that the Alpha terminal
waits, with no copy count activity, before it "decides to close the transaction" and
return to the regular dormant (or waiting) User Prompt (usually "Enter User
Code"). The value that you type in is multiplied by 10 to get the number of
seconds of Trans Timeout. When an Alpha terminal times out in this way, it
gives a little beep.
Filter Pulse refers to the time an Alpha terminal waits after a copy pulse before it
looks to sense another one. Filter Pulse is used to compensate for count pulse
"chatter" associated with relay contact bouncing. Some people refer to timers
such as Filter Pulse as debounce timers. Filter Pulse is measured in
milliseconds (msec).
End Cycle Wait refers to the amount of time after a copier is disabled during
which an Alpha terminal looks for (and counts) late copy pulses. If a copier is
counting late (say at paper exit to tray), this extra "observing" time is needed.
Now let's look at the advanced parameters. There are actually four of them: the
three you see grayed out, plus a hidden global parameter underneath Decimal
called Alpha Password. To learn how to access (and therefore change) these
parameters, proceed to the next section.
On the Prices Subtab, you have four Prices, and four Copy Type Names. Price 1
refers to the cost for one copy of Copy Type 1. This same statement applies to
the other three Copy Types. Alpha terminals support up to four Prices for four
Copy Types, provided that proper signals are available from the copier itself (see
Optos in the next section). Prices are in units if Decimal is OFF, and in dollars
and cents if Decimal is ON. Each Parameter Set can have its own set of Prices.

When Decimal is ON, enter Prices in cents. For example, a price of $1.00 is
entered as 100. When Decimal is OFF, just type in the units (whole numbers)
you want to charge for one copy of a particular Copy Type.
For both Subtabs, you must save your changes before you can leave that
Subtab. You can always return to default values by pressing the Default Values
Button and then hitting Save.
5.5 Accessing Advanced Features
There are four parameters and one action that are either hidden from view or
grayed out in the normal usage of Alpha Suite Basic. These features are
considered advanced, meaning that casually changing them could lead to
unpleasant results.
These advanced features can be accessed by checking off Advanced in the
upper right hand corner of the Main Screen:

This leads to the Advanced Program Password Screen:

The Program Password is always the same, hardcoded into the program as
"84648464". It is not meant as a security feature, but just as a "stop-gap
measure" to remind Administrators that the features turned on or revealed in
Advanced Mode should be wisely used.
Three advanced parameters, normally grayed out, are accessible in Advanced
Mode: Accounting Mode, Language, and Optos.
The first two of these parameters were discussed in detail in sections 3.1 and 3.2
respectively. If you hover over Enable Users to Add Codes, you see that

Accounting Mode 1 is unchecked, and Accounting Mode 4 is checked. Your
choice of Language (User Prompt) is easily made from the drop-down box.
The third advanced parameter, Optos, refers to how count pulses coming into an
attached Alpha terminal are interpreted. Modern copiers support multiple pricing
schemes by having a shared pair of wires for copy pulses, but signalling the
Copy Type chosen through steady signals on "status" lines. Usually, one pair of
status lines indicates which cassette has been chosen, whereas another pair of
status lines indicates whether color has been chosen. Optoisolators (optos) in an
Alpha terminal are used to register these status signals.
In older copiers, separate pairs of wires register separate pulses for copies of
different types. This signalling method is called multiple pulses. Multiple pulses
is always a hard wire hookup, and counts in a way that only passive accounting
procedures will work.
Notice also in Advanced Mode, you can see and change the Alpha Password.
This is the number that you would enter after pressing F1 to manually change
settings in an Alpha and/or add User Codes (when using Accounting Mode 1).
Alpha Password is a global parameter, just like Decimal, and applies to all
Parameter Sets.
For security and other reasons, Alpha Password is not visible in the Palm
handheld program "Alpha for Palm".
6.0 Using the Reports Button
We briefly looked at the Reports Screen in section 4.3, but let's look at it again:

This screen is composed of three Subtabs, Reports, Logs, and Other.
The Reports Subtab generates two kinds of reports, Usage and Data Collection.
Click on Data Collection. Data Collection refers to a report that tells you which
copiers had data collected from them on a specific day, within a date range
inclusive. To choose a range of dates, drag a date from the calendar to the To
and From text boxes. Obviously, you cannot choose a To date after a From
date. If you like, you can also type in dates. Click on the Reports Button to
generate the desired report:

Notice that this report (as well as all other reports) are "date-time stamped".
Also, every report can be printed, copied (unformatted) to the Clipboard, and
exported as an xls (Excel) file. Also, when you print a report from this Print
Preview Screen, it prints with all necessary page breaks horizontal and vertical.
If you want the report to have a different look and feel, you can change certain
print settings, specifically portrait versus landscape, font and font size. Press the
Save as Default Button to save your default printing preferences.
Close the Print Preview Screen and go back to the Reports Subtab (still open).
Choose Usage. If you choose segmentation of User Codes in Setup, you will
see a screen like the one above; otherwise, you will see a screen like this:

Let's analyze this version of the Reports Subtab first, since it is easier to
understand. Notice that you have three choices for data format: Info by Copier,
Usage by Copier, and Totals Only. You also have a checkoff called Include User
Names.
We recommend that after you have accumulated sufficient usage data to
produce interesting usage reports, you try all the possibilities. Sample reports
are available on our website www.tekvend.com.
Info by Copier means that the usage data for User Codes and Copier Clicks are
broken out by latest and prior readings, and by Copier Name. Info by Copier also
gives specific Reading Range Data at the bottom of the report.
Usage by Copier gives you the same report, but surpresses 1) the readings used
to create the differences reported as usage, and 2) the Reading Range Data.
Totals Only produces the "easiest to read" report as it gives usage by User Code
with no readings or copier breakout, and it surpresses the Reading Range Data.
Notice that all usage reports are date-time stamped, date-ranged stamped, and
Community Identity stamped.
Notice also that all these usage reports are sorted first by Sales, # of
Transactions, and Copier Clicks by Copy Type, and then alphanumerically by
User Code. When no segmentation is used, you cannot produce individual User
Code usage reports.
Suppose now that you have chosen segmentation in Setup. What additional
reporting capabilities accrue?
To answer this question, keep in mind that for the examples that follow, we have
chosen to segment User Codes into three parts, using the Numbers - Letters
method. The segments have been named User, Client, and Matter.
With this segmentation, usage reports can be generated for any hierarchy of
these three segments.
For example, you can generate a date-range dependent report showing a
breakdown of user by client by matter, matter by client by user, user by matter by
client, etc. To do this, use the sorting feature checkoff boxes at the top right of
the Reports Screen.
You can also produce reports for individual users, broken down by client and
matter, or produce reports for just one user, one client, or one matter. To do this,
click on One Value, User, Client and/or Matter.

Notice that drop-down boxes appear when you select one or more of the One
Values. Alpha Suite Basic automatically sorts out the three segments for easy
choosing.
Also notice that the opening default first selection in each drop-down box is none,
or empty. Sometimes you have copying attributed just to a User, or just to a
User and one Client, but no Matter, etc. By clicking on these One Values and
using none in a judicious fashion, you can generate virtually any usage report
desired.
Remember, any of these reports, no matter how small. can be exported to Excel.
Incidentally, if you are curious to see how User Codes break out by parts in
tabular form, go to the Users Tab and click on Show Parts:

Notice that the User Name field disappears (not too important), and the User
Codes are broken out hierarchically into parts. Notice that you can column sort
by User Code Part. You can do all your User Code activation and deactivation
activity after column sorting by Client and Matter!
What about the other two Report Subtabs? Let's look at Logs first. With Logs,
you can look at the raw reading data in a transactional journal format. For
example, you can look at the Copier Collection Logs, which are just the copier
collection readings sorted sequentially by date, or sorted sequentially first by
copier, then by date. Checking off Include IDs merely tacks the copiers' Access
database Auto IDs onto the far right end of each log record line. These records

also have other fields related to zeroing an attached Alpha terminal, or to
obtaining a reading through the Palm handheld (synchronization field).
The User Values Logs show the individual usage readings line by line, a very
useful tool if your trying to analyze usage activity by copier or User Code for a
specific date. There is a lot of information in these logs, and it takes some time
to get used to them (if you use them), but they are very valuable, and give you
more direct access to the raw data that make up the usage reports generated out
of the Reports Subtab. The best way to learn what these logs are is to try them
out in all their possible permutations.
The last Reports Subtab is Other. Currently this Subtab is used only for
generating preventative maintenance (PM) reports. Recall that when you add or
edit a copier, you can fill in various fields that define when a copier should
receive a preventative maintenance visit. The PM report brings all that
information together in one convenient location so that a service supervisor can
see which copiers, amongst possibly many, might need a PM visit. Put another
way, the data collected by Alpha Suite Basic is put to an additional use, namely
that of monitoring the overall activity of a group of copiers for the purpose of
efficiently scheduling PM visits. No longer does a service technician have to take
totalizer readings to make a separate judgement about PM visits: such
scheduling comes directly out of the accounting software that is Alpha Suite
Basic.
7.0 Using the Palm Data Collector
In sections 4.1.4 - 4.1.5, you learned how to install the Palm Programs from the
Install Disk, including the need to Hotsync twice to fully install "Alpha for Palm"
and its database. In section 4.5.1.5, you learned how certain Palm Timers work
to ensure that the Palm database is up-to-date when using the Palm handheld to
collect data.
To collect data using the Palm handheld, you will need a data collection cable:

For good measure, Hotsync the Palm handheld. Now plug the Palm handheld
into an Alpha terminal, and turn the Palm handheld ON. Press the Home Button,
and make sure that All is chosen for the icons displayed. Tap the Alpha icon to
see the Main or Data Collection Screen:

Like most Palm applications, you can tap the title (Alpha) to see the other
available screens: Users, Parameters, Setup and Preferences. Tap back on the
Main Screen to close this menu, but realize that the icons in the upper right hand
corner will open the same screens.
Press the Read Alpha Button. If the attached Alpha terminal is unknown to the
Palm database (just Hotsynced), you will see the New Serial # Screen, followed
by the Link Copier to Alpha Screen:

If this is in fact a new copier that you are importing into the Main PC database,
you can now assign the attached Alpha terminal a Serial Number, give it a Copier
Name, and choose and export a Parameter Set. Use the Palm handheld

keyboard to perform the linking, and press the Link Copier Button. Otherwise
press the Cancel Button on either of these screens.
A successfully linked and read Alpha results in a Data Collection Screen that
looks like this:

Notice that you see the Copier Name and Serial Number of the attached Alpha
terminal, the number of Users read, and the date and time. You can use the
horizontal and vertical scroll bars to read any hidden data. If you accidentally
detach the Palm handheld from the Alpha terminal, the screen will go blank, and
you will have to read the Alpha terminal again. Alternatively, you can check off
Auto-Connect, and each time you plug the Palm handheld into an Alpha terminal,
it will start reading it right away.
Uncheck Auto-Connect, and check off Full Screen to see how to view only the
reading, and not the controls. Uncheck Full Screen to return to normal view.
Notice that like the Main PC application, you can choose to Erase User Values,
Update Alpha Users, and export a specific Parameter Set. Like the Main PC
application, if the copier is know to the Alpha database, its Parameter Set is also
known to that database and is automatically chosen for export, should Export
Param Set be checked off (which it is, by default). Tap the Collect Data Button to
actually collect data from the attached Alpha terminal.
Now tap the right-most or Preferences icon. Here you can do two things:

You can choose the font size for displaying data, and you can choose the toggle
function. Toggle Full Size means that when you tap the reading area on the Data
Collection Screen, it automatically toggles to Full Screen. If you tap the reading
area again, the screen reverts to normal view. If however you choose Display
Info, then when you tap on a specific line of data in the reading area, that data
(and only that data) is magnified.
Try it! Choose Display Info and press Exit. With the attached Alpha terminal's
reading still present, tap on any line of data. You will see something like this:

Note that you can still toggle Full Size, using the Full Size checkbox, and then
from that screen, toggle any single line of data.
Press the left-most or Users icon. This opens the Users Screen:

The functionality of this screen is very similar to that of the Users Tab in the main
program, except that you can't add or edit Users, or change their propagation
status.

You can export User changes in the Main PC database to the Alpha without
collecting data, and the act of collecting data automatically imports **New**
Users according to the User Propagation Choice made in Setup in the main
program.
Notice that Propagation Status icons are different in "Alpha for Palm" than what
you are familiar with in the main program. Press the Legend Button (looks like
"i") to familiarize yourself with these icon changes.
Press the Parameters icon to see the Parameters Screen:

This is a read-only screen that shows the values of the Parameter Set assigned
to the attached Alpha terminal, as well as its current (blue) values. Press the
Prices Button to see the assigned and current Prices in the attached Alpha
terminal, as well as its Decimal state.
You cannot change an Alpha's Parameter Set using the Palm handheld. This
can only be done back at the Main PC, using Edit Copier. Press the Palm icon to
see the Setup Screen:

This is a read-only screen as well, and is used mostly for troubleshooting. Is the
Alpha terminal doing what it's supposed to do, according to the Palm Connection
Settings in Setup? This screen provides that information.
To close "Alpha for Palm", press the Home Button again. In general, you should
do this when you are finished collecting data, to ensure that "Alpha for Palm"
does not interfere in any way with Hotsync.
When you do Hotsync the collected data back into the Main PC database, that
data will be immediately ready for reports generation. In the Collections Log, you
will see any data collected by the Palm handheld marked as "synchronized".
Note that if you Hotsync with Alpha Suite Basic open, the Users Table and
Alphas - Copiers Table will not automatically be refreshed. Press the Refresh
Buttons on these two Tabs to display the most current data.
Using the Palm handheld to collect data may at first seem confusing, but with a
little practice, it becomes very easy to use. Remember to Hotsync frequently so
as to keep the Palm database current with the Main PC database.
8.0 Remote Data Collection
Up to 999 Alpha and Alpha-X terminals can be permanently connected to Alpha
Suite Basic, either serially, or through the LAN, so it makes sense to have an
automated and scheduled service for collecting data from these often physically
remote, but permanently connected terminals.
Windows in general provides for scheduled services such as this. An automated
data collection service for Alpha Suite Basic will be available December, 2004.
9.0 Updating the Program
Improvements and corrections are being made to Alpha Suite Basic on a
regular basis. These changes to the program are called Updates.
Included in the purchase price of Alpha Suite Basic are free Updates within the
version number of the program, for a period of one year from date of purchase of
the program.
Currently, Updates are being handled on a manual basis. An automated
procedure should be implemented in early 2005.
To check for Updates, send a email request to upgrades@tekvend.com. In the
subject line, enter your Registration Key.
Updates are typically modifications to Alpha Suite Desktop, and come in zip form.
Sometimes an Update involves or includes a change to the Palm Program called

"Alpha for Palm" (this is a prc file). In any event, follow the detailed instructions
that come within the zip file. They are called readme.doc (Word file), or
equivalently, readme.pdf (Adobe file).
When you Update the Alpha Suite Desktop, be prepared to see the following
screen when the program opens for the first time:

This screen, called the Database Structure Screen, appears when the Main PC
database is undergoing an Update. Normally, all you need do is press the
Update Database Button. Only the necessary Update(s) to the Main PC
database is/are shown, and they are automatically checked.
If you need more about the Update to the Main PC database, or you need to
revert to a previous database version, press the Detailed Update Button.
The Database Structure Screen also appears when your have a missing
database. You can "read about it" by pressing Display Error, you can browse for
it by pressing Choose Database, or you can Exit the Program.
You can also enter Alpha Suite Basic without performing the needed database
Update by pressing Enter Without Update. Remember though that there is no
guarantee that the main program will work right without the needed database
changes.
10.0 Manually Entering User Codes
When you choose Accounting Mode 1 for an Alpha terminal (see section x.xx),
you cannot just type a User Code into the terminal to make copies. The User
Code must be pre-entered.

Obviously, you can do that using Alpha Suite Basic, but what if you are using
the Palm data collection method, and you don't want to wait to enter a User Code
on a specific copier(s)?
In this case, you, an Admin, can enter the needed User Code(s) manually on the
Alpha terminal(s).
On the Alpha terminal, press F1, enter the Alpha Password, and press Enter.
(Remember, the Alpha Password is displayed in Advanced Mode just below
Decimal.)
The first menu item you see is Accounts. Press the right (or white) arrow to enter
this portion of the Admin menu tree.
Press the down arrow once to see Create Account. Press the right (or white)
arrow once to enter this menu item.
Enter the User Code you desire. If the User Code exists already, you will receive
a warning message. If not, the new User Code will be accepted.
In both cases, whatever you typed is now displayed on the top line of the display,
and the cursor is positioned on the bottom (or second) line of the display, waiting
for you to enter another User Code. You can enter as many User Codes as you
want (a total of 4200 User Codes is possible).
When you are finished entering User Codes manually, press the left (or escape)
arrow three times. You will be returned to the User Mode Prompt.
11.0 When an Alpha Terminal is Considered Busy
You cannot query an Alpha terminal when it is being used by a User or an
Admin. In very rare cases, if you query a terminal while it is in User or Admin
Mode, the terminal may need to be repowered in order for it to communicate
again with Alpha Suite Basic.
12.0 Advanced Full Reset
Although it is not obvious, when you are in Advanced Mode, you can perform at
will a Full Reset of an attached Alpha terminal. You can do this by going to
Setup, where you will find yet another Reset Alpha Button. You will probably be
required to read the Alpha terminal first before performing the Reset.
13.0 Setting Up Alpha-X Terminals on the LAN
Alpha-X terminals are just Alpha terminals that connect directly to the local area
network (LAN). Setting them up is the same as setting up regular, serially

connected Alpha terminals, except that they must first be initialized with a IP
address.
To do this, you must first install the Tibbo software that comes with the Install
Disk (look for the folder called Tibbo). Run this self-extracting program on the
computer on which Alpha Suite Basic in installed (the Main PC), making sure
that that computer's firewall program, if any, does not interfere with the operation
of the Tibbo software. You are now ready to set up the Tibbo software. Run the
installed program called DS Manager. You should see the following opening
screen:

Now plug in an Alpha-X to an LAN hub port nearby. You should see this:

The significance of this change is that the DS Manager has found the Tibbo chip
inside the Alpha-X terminal.
Now click directly on the line inside the white box to select the Tibbo chip
(Alpha-X terminal) for programming, and press the Settings Button. You should
see this screen:

The first two fields, Owner name and Device name, of the first Tab, Network
Settings, can be filled in by clicking on the gray text boxes directly their right.
You don't have to fill in these fields, but if you do, we suggest that you fill Owner
name in with the Copier Name you expect the Alpha-X terminal to be connected
to, and leave Device name blank, or use it to specify the Copier Location.
Notice that the field called Port is already set to 1001. This is the default port
setting in the TCP/IP Connection Setup portion of Alpha Suite Basic. Unless
you think you will have a security problem with this port assignment, leave it
alone. If you change the port setting here, than all Alpha - X terminals talking to
your installed instance of Alpha Suite Basic will all have to have the same port
assignment, whatever is set within the program.
You are now ready to give the Alpha-X a local area network (LAN) IP address.
While there is more than one group of IP addresses that are specifically assigned
to the LAN, we suggest that you use the 192.168.x.y range. The setting x can be
any whole number between 0 and 255. The setting y can be any number
between 1 and 254.
Important: talk to your IT manager to make sure that the IP addresses you
choose are available.

In our example, we select 192.168.1.80. Don't worry about remembering this
number for each Alpha-X terminal, as you will see it, along with the Owner name
(which we suggested be the Copier Name), once you hit OK.
One additional change that you might have to make is Transport Protocol. If it is
set to UDP, click on its property box (to its right) to change it to TCP. Since the
Alpha-X terminal was already partially set up by Advanced Technologies
(Tekvend), it should already be set to TCP. All Tibbo settings are saved in the
chip's non-volatile memory, so they are not lost due to power failure.
Again, because your Alpha-X terminal was already "prepped" by the factory, you
should not have to change any settings on the Serial Settings Tab.
Nevertheless, we give you those settings now, for reference purposes. Clicking
on the Serial Settings Tab, you should see this screen:

The only important settings are Baud rate, Parity, and Data bits. They should be
19,200, Odd, and 7 respectively, as shown in the image above. To lock in these
device settings, press the Password Button and enter a password for the Tibbo:

When you are all done, hit OK. The Settings Tabs will disappear, and you will
return to a refreshing DS Manager Screen, which now shows the Alpha-X on the
LAN:

At this point, you can set up more Alpha-X terminals, or you can reset (initialize)
the currently connected Alpha-X terminal, using Alpha Suite Basic.
To do the latter, open Alpha Suite Basic. Assuming that the Main PC on which
this program is installed has an ethernet connection to the LAN, select IP
Address from the Alpha Select Scrollbox and click Read Alpha. You will see this
dialog box:

Here you type in the connected Alpha-X terminal's IP address (in our example,
192.168.1.80) and press OK.

If the Alpha-X terminal is brand new, the program will undoubtedly assign it a
random 8 digit Serial Number, displaying it in a fashion like this:

At this point, the procedure for setting up the Alpha-X is no different than a
regular Alpha terminal connected serially to the Main PC. Follow the instructions
in section 4.5.1.
14.0 Palm Related Issues
There are two important side issues regarding the use of a Palm handheld (OS
5.2 or higher) as a data collector: 1) selecting the correct User Name when
HotSyncing, and 2) performing a hard reset on your Palm handheld.
Regarding the first issue, each Palm handheld has a User Name, a person with
the authority to perform a HotSync (and make changes) on that Palm handheld.
The Palm Desktop Software on the other hand can HotSynch with multiple Palm
handhelds (multiple User Names). As a result, inorder for a HotSync to work, it
the User Name selected in the Palm Desktop Software must be the same as the
User Name on the Palm handheld being HotSynced.
To find out who is the owner of the Palm handheld, turn it on, and double-tap the
HotSync Button on the Main (All) Screen. The User Name is the name shown in
the upper right hand corner. (A brand new Palm handheld will not have a User
Name.) If you have purchased your Palm handheld from Advanced
Technologies Inc (Tekvend), the default owner name is "Alpha".
To find out which User Name you are HotSyncing to, open the Palm Desktop
Software and look in the upper right hand corner.
To change a User Name from the Palm Desktop, click on the drop-down box for
selecting User Name, and choose Edit User. Select the Name you want to
change, and press the Rename Button. Enter the new Name, press OK twice,

and HotSync. The Palm handheld's User Name will change, which you can
easily check by double tapping the HotSync Button on the Main (All) Screen.
Regarding the second issue, you may find that you have completely "messed up"
your Palm, and need to start over. A good example is this: you have purchased
the international version of the Tungsten C only to find that it has somehow
changed to show everything in Chinese characters.
If you do find yourself in such a situation, it is best not to not perform a HotSync
right away. Instead, perform a hard reset and then HotSync.
[There are two kinds of Palm resets, soft and hard. A soft reset means that you
poke a pin in the reset hole in the back of the Palm handheld. A pin for that
purpose is included with the Palm stylus: simply screw off the black end to find
that reset pin.
A hard reset means that the Palm will be restored to the factory original
condition. This includes removing any programs added since the Palm handheld
left the factory. Such programs include the Palm program "Alpha for Palm" you
learned how to install in section 4.1.4.]
After the hard reset, perform a HotSync. With a little luck you will restore the
Palm handheld's name and operational preferences, but not the add-on
programs mentioned above.
In the unlikely event that you HotSynced after you messed up your Palm
handheld and before you performed a hard reset, you will have to delete the
preference file associated with the Palm handheld's User Name. ( As an
example, if you changed the preferred language to Chinese and then saved it by
HotSyncing, then everytime you HotSync, the lagnuage will be restored to
Chinese.) To delete a User Name preference file, use Window's Explorer to find
\\Program Files\Palm\User Name File (probably Alpha), and delete that file. Now
perform a HotSync. The Palm Desktop will most probably remember your Palm
handheld's User Name and restore it, and will create a new User Name
preference file based on the selections you made after the hard reset.
If you want to change your Palm handheld's User Name on the Palm handheld
itself, you can use a freeware program called Change Name. You will find it on
the Install Disk for Alpha Suite Basic.

